Abstract
Introduction
Noise filtering is one of the most important task in digital image preprocessing, its performance and speed directly influences the rest works. Image may be polluted in the process of image collection, transmission, transformation, and storing, which leads to quality degradation. Popular noise filtering methods can be categorized as two classes: linear ones and non-linear ones. Linear filtering methods are usually characterized by low-pass, while the outline, edge and texture of images change very frequently, belonging to the high frequency parts of image signals, thus linear filtering may cause image edges to be blurry and the vision effect will be influenced. As a typical non-linear filtering method, median filtering algorithm can reserve much more edge information, outline information and texture information, as well as wiping off or reducing salt-and-pepper noise and impulse interferences. In recent years median filtering algorithm and its fast algorithm have been widely used in the domain of image smoothing, data analysis and processing, etc. However, median filtering algorithm gives the median value by sorting firstly all the pixel values in neighborhood of the target pixel, which involves a great deal of data comparison and movement operations of data items. The amount of comparison and movement operation is enormous and the speed is very slow. Consequently, median filtering algorithm can not meet the real time demand, especially when the radius of the window becomes larger. To improve its speed, the main fast algorithm for median filtering proposed these years can be divided into five categories: 1) Difference set intersection sorting algorithm, which keeps previous sorting results and insert the difference set of two adjacent neighborhoods in appropriate position to keep the order of the sequence, thus the times of data comparison and movement operation are greatly reduced, the speed of median filtering is improved. In this algorithm, how to solve the difference set is the main problem. 2) Point choice algorithm, which chooses part of the pixels in neighborhood and sorts them, thus computation amount is reduced. But in application, how to choose the points and what points should be chosen are the problems. 3) Sign test method, which chooses a value in the neighborhood according to certain rule, then count the number of pixels bigger than or smaller than the selected value separately. If the two numbers are equal or their difference is so small that it can be ignored, the selected value can be considered to be the median value. 4) Small window neighborhood multi-iteration algorithm, which belongs to the divide-and-conquer method. This algorithm divides the pixel values in neighborhood into several small radius windows, sorts every small neighborhood and gives median values in every window, at last, sorts the window consisting of the median values and gives the last median value. In application, if the original neighborhood is too large, the above steps may be repeated many times and executed iteratively. 5) Parallel processing algorithms, which sorts the data in every row separately at the same time, then sorts the data in the middle column, thus gives the fast algorithm for median filtering. Except for Difference set intersection sorting algorithm, all other algorithms have certain error, the computed median value may not be the theoretical one so that image may degrade to some extent. This paper thoroughly considers the characters of median filtering algorithm and quick sort algorithm, designs and implements a novel fast median filtering algorithm based on incomplete sorting algorithm, which sorts only part of the pixel values in neighborhood, but can give the theoretical median value. The new algorithm reduces lots of operation for data comparison and movement operation, and greatly improves the speed of median filtering algorithm. A lot of algorithm analysis and experiment results show that the new algorithm is much faster than other existing algorithms [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] .
Median Filtering Algorithm
Median filtering is a classical nonlinear signal processing technology based on order-statistics theory. In image median filtering, the value of the target pixel in an image is replaced with the median value of its neighborhood, and then the isolated noise points will be eliminated. Median filtering algorithm can reserve the high frequency part of image to large extent, thus ensures the visual effect of the image. In case of image preprocess, median filtering is the preferred technology to eliminate the salt-and-pepper noise and random additive noise.
Definition 1: Median value is the value in the middle position of a sorted sequence. In application, the filter window or neighborhood may be chosen as rectangle, circle, cross or cirque. Suppose that the pixel values in neighborhood are put into a sequence
and it becomes
The radius of filtering window n is often chosen as an odd, and then the median value of the sequence is
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To use median filtering algorithm, all pixel value in certain neighborhood need to be sorted in ascending or descending order, and then replaces the center pixel with the median value of the value in neighborhood. As the radius of the filtering window becomes larger, median filtering will becomes more and more slow. So this algorithm is only suitable for small filtering radius case or those cases where the timely request is not the very high [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] .
Median Filtering Algorithm Based On Incomplete Quick Sort Method
Quick sort algorithm was proposed by C.A.R.Hoare in 1962 and is the fastest one of known sorting algorithms; it has mean time complex ) (nlbn Θ and small constant factor. So it is often the preferred sorting algorithm in application. Quick sort algorithm mainly employs the thought of divide-and-conquer method and recursive algorithm: choose a value in the sequence as the pivot, swap the appropriate value with the pivot, and then divide the sequence into two separate parts through a times of sorting operation, all values in one part are less than those in another part, then the two parts will be processed separately in the same way until the original sequence are sorted in ascending or descending order.
Suppose a sequence A[0]…A[N-1], choose a data in the sequence (often choose the data on the first or the middle position for simplicity) as a divot, then move all the data less than it before or after it and the data larger than it after or before it, thus dividing the original sequence into two parts, and all the values in one part are less than the pivot value while those in the other part are larger than the pivot value. The two parts are processed separately in the same way; the algorithm is executed recursively until the original sequence is wholly orderly. Quick sort algorithm can be described as follows: Step 9 QuickSort(A[],j+1,right) As to image median filtering algorithm, the sorting operation is only a means, while to get the median value is the real purpose. If we can give the median value through processing only part of the data in the sequence, then the speed of median filtering will be greatly improved in no doubt. In quick sort algorithm, after one time of quick sort ends, the previous sequence is divided into two sub-sequences by the pivot and the values in one part are larger than those in the other. If the pivot is exactly on the middle position of the original sequence (that is the value of the pivot is equal to the median value of the original sequence) after a certain time of quick sorting, then the rest values need not to be processed, the whole algorithm ends and the median value of the sequence is given; otherwise, if the pivot is in front of the middle position, then the starting position of next time of sorting is the position exactly behind the pivot position and the ending position keeps unchanged; if the pivot is behind the middle position, then the starting position of next sorting keeps unchanged and the ending position is the one exactly before the pivot. In this way, the number of data to be processed is reduced greatly step by step, thus high efficiency and speed can be obtained. The new incomplete quick sort algorithm designed for median filtering algorithm can be described as follows (suppose the length of the original sequence N=2n+1 to be odd): figure 1 and figure 2 shows. The algorithm runs recursively. In every time of sorting, the middle position is chosen as the pivot, at the first time 6 is chosen and at the second time 5 is chosen. After the first time quick sorting, the original sequence is divided into two parts by 6. In the second time quick sorting, the value right is set to be the j-1. After two times of quick sorting, the value 5 is exactly on the middle position of the original sequence. So the process ends, the median value is given. 
Experimental Result and Analysis
A lot of standard images such as lena, horiz, squares, goldhill, peppers and other standard images are chosen in experiment to compare the performance of the median filtering algorithm based on incomplete quick sort algorithm with that of classical median filtering algorithm, divide-and-conquer method, small filtering window iteration method and sign test method. All these algorithms are implemented optimally using Visual C# 2008 and run on the same platform for fairness of the results. Except for bridge, washsat and several other image whose texture change frequently, the new algorithm proposed in this paper performs very well in general. The new median filtering algorithm based on incomplete quick sort algorithm improves the speed greatly while ensuring the quality of image, especially in large filtering radius case. As parts of the experiments, every algorithm processes separately the lena image with 200 random additive noise points, and the experimental results are shown as Table 1 and Table 2 (the relative error of sign test method is set to be ε=0.005, every algorithm is run 1000 times and then compute the average separately), as well as Figure 3 to Figure 6 . As we can see that with the radius becomes larger, the processed image is more blurry, but it is not the fault of incomplete quick sort algorithm, it is because of the characteristic of median filtering algorithm. 
Conclusion
In this paper, quick sort algorithm is thoroughly discussed, median filtering algorithm is also discussed in detail, and then the incomplete quick sort algorithm is designed for median filter algorithm. Lots of experimental results and algorithm analysis all show that the new algorithm has higher efficiency than existing algorithms. Another significance of the new algorithm is that it points out a new research direction of median filtering algorithm and sort algorithm. Selection sort algorithm, bubble sort algorithm and heap sort algorithm can also be redesigned as incomplete sort algorithms to quickly get the median value of randomly given sequences. This may be the highlight of next research. 
